GUJARAT GOVERNMENT SIGNS MOU WITH ENTIGRITY, COMMITS UPTO INR 150 CRORE INVESTMENT

AHMEDABAD, India, June 22, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ahmedabad-based outsourcing and fintech company, Entigrity Pvt. Ltd entered into a partnership with the Government of Gujarat. Aims to invest INR 150 crores and create 3,000 jobs in the IT & Outsourcing Industry of the state.

Entigrity Pvt. Ltd. is a global leader in outsourcing for accounting firms across North America and the United Kingdom. On 20th June, 2022, the company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Gujarat under its IT/ITES policy 2022-27.

As part of the Government's IT/ITES policy 2022-27, under this MOU, the company intends to generate an upwards of 3,000 employment opportunities across Gujarat and invest upto INR 150 crores in the coming 3 to 5 years. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri. Bhupendarbhai Patel. Shri. Vijay Nehra, Secretary of the State Department of Science and Technology along with Entigrity CEO, Mr. Shalin Parikh and COO, Mr. Valay Parikh attended the signing ceremony.

Through this MoU, Entigrity joins the State Government in bolstering its efforts to assist the Information Technology sector, empower youth through ICT skills, and position Gujarat as a preferred location for global knowledge workforce and industry.

Mr. Shalin Parikh, Founder and CEO of Entigrity said, "Government of Gujarat's IT and ITES policy initiative, under the leadership of Shri Bhupendarbhai Patel, will really boost investment & enable the whole ecosystem to grow. Gujarat will immensely benefit from these policies and we are happy that we have been selected among the Top 3 companies to sign on MOU to strengthen the government's efforts. These policies will really help companies like ours in building infrastructure, hiring right talent and being more globally competitive. Our aim is to go to tier 2 cities of Gujarat and set up our offices there and generate progressive employment opportunities for the youth of these
Gujarat government has formulated investments in IT and ITES sector as well as IT/ITES policy to accelerate employment opportunities and so far has received good response from investors.

Two MoUs were signed in Gandhinagar on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel; Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and Science and Technology Secretary Vijay Nehra. The MoUs were signed between Science &Technology department and GESIA, an IT association.

“A total of Rs 2,000 crore will be invested in the IT sector over the next five years, which will provide various employment opportunities to about 6,750 people,” stated the government.

Another MoU was signed by Ahmedabad-based Integrity Group, an outsourcing and fintech company. In the next three to five years, they will invest Rs 100 to 150 crores and will provide employment opportunities to about 3,000 people.

On this occasion Chief Principal Secretary to CM Shri Kailashnathan, Chief Secretary Shri Pankaj Kumar, Additional Chief Secretary Shri Pankaj Joshi, Shri Sachin Gusia etc were present.
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AHMEDABAD, India, June 22, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ahmedabad-based outsourcing and fintech company, Entigritiy Pvt. Ltd entered into a partnership with the Government of Gujarat. Aims to invest INR 150 crores and create 3,000 jobs in the IT & Outsourcing Industry of the state.

Entigritiy Pvt. Ltd. is a global leader in outsourcing for accounting firms across North America and the United Kingdom. On 20th June, 2022, the company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Gujarat under its IT/ITES policy 2022-27.

As part of the Government's IT/ITES policy 2022-27, under this MoU, the company intends to generate an upwards of 3,000 employment opportunities across Gujarat and invest up to INR 150 crores in the coming 3 to 5 years. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri. Bhupendrabhai Patel. Shri. Vijay Nehra, Secretary of the State Department of Science and Technology along with Entigritiy CEO, Mr. Shalin Parikh and COO, Mr. Valay Parikh attended the signing ceremony.

Through this MoU, Entigritiy joins the State Government in bolstering its efforts to assist the Information Technology sector, empower youth through ICT skills, and position Gujarat as a preferred location for global knowledge workforce and industry.

Mr. Shalin Parikh, Founder and CEO of Entigritiy said, "Government of Gujarat's IT and ITES policy initiative, under the leadership of Shri Bhupendrabhai Patel, will really boost investment & enable the whole ecosystem to grow. Gujarat will immensely benefit from these policies and we are happy that we have been selected among the Top 3 companies to sign an MOU to strengthen the government's efforts. These policies will really help companies like ours in building infrastructure, hiring right talent and being more globally competitive. Our aim is to go to tier 2 cities of Gujarat and set up our offices there and generate progressive employment opportunities for the youth of these cities."

Started in December 2015 with 4 team members in a short span of 6 years, Entigritiy has grown to more than 1250 employees, with offices in 6 different cities of India. Entigritiy also has offices in Houston, TX and Toronto, ON. With its main office in Ahmedabad, in the coming years, the company plans to expand its presence to cities such as Rajkot, Baroda and Surat. Entigritiy hired almost 700 people during the pandemic in 2020 and 2021, and grew by more than 100% in the last two years.
Gujarat govt signs MoUs worth Rs 2,000 crore under ITES policy
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Gandhinagar (Gujarat) [India], June 21 (ANI): The Gujarat government signed various memorandums of understanding worth more than Rs 2,000 crore on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel, Education, Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and others.

"The state government under the leadership of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel has formulated an IT /ITES policy to accelerate job creation and attract investment has received wide response from investors. Distinguished industry-investors from these two sectors, company managers are coming for investments in the state inspired by the incentive benefits of this policy of Gujarat. Two MoUs were concluded in Gandhinagar today in the presence of the CM," an official release said yesterday.

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between the Science Technology Department of the State Government and GESIA IT Association and an Ahmedabad-based group.
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AHMEDABAD, India, June 22, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ahmedabad-based outsourcing and fintech company, Entigrity Pvt. Ltd entered into a partnership with the Government of Gujarat. Aims to invest INR 150 crores and create 3,000 jobs in the IT & Outsourcing Industry of the state.

Entigrity Pvt. Ltd. is a global leader in outsourcing for accounting firms across North America and the United Kingdom. On 20th June, 2022, the company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Gujarat under its IT/ITES policy 2022-27.

As part of the Government's IT/ITES policy 2022-27, under this MoU, the company intends to generate an upwards of 3,000 employment opportunities across Gujarat and invest upto INR 150 crores in the coming 3 to 5 years. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri. Bhupendrabhai Patel. Shri. Vijay Nahra, Secretary of the State Department of Science and Technology along with Entigrity CEO, Mr. Shalin Parikh and COO, Mr. Valay Parikh attended the signing ceremony.

Through this MoU, Entigrity joins the State Government in bolstering its efforts to assist the Information Technology sector, empower youth through ICT skills, and position Gujarat as a preferred location for global knowledge workforce and industry.

Mr. Shalin Parikh, Founder and CEO of Entigrity said, "Government of Gujarat’s IT and IES policy initiative, under the leadership of Shri Bhupendrabhai Patel, will really boost investment & enable the whole ecosystem to grow. Gujarat will immensely benefit from these policies and we are happy that we have been selected among the Top 3 companies to sign an MOU to strengthen the government’s efforts. These policies will really help companies like ours in building infrastructure, hiring right talent and being more globally competitive. Our aim is to go to tier 2 cities of Gujarat and set up our offices there and generate progressive employment opportunities for the youth of these cities.”

Started in December 2015 with 4 team members in a short span of 6 years, Entigrity has grown to more than 1250 employees, with offices in 6 different cities of India. Entigrity also has offices in Houston, TX and Toronto, ON. With its main office in Ahmedabad, in the coming years, the company plans to expand its presence to cities such as Rajkot, Baroda and Surat. Entigrity hired almost 700 people during the pandemic in 2020 and 2021, and grown by more than 100% in the last two years.

Shalin further says, "We have completely bootstrapped our business from scratch to scale and have never raised any funding from Investors or VC’s, and we would love to remain that way. We have had several investment offers over the years, however, our focus has been to grow profitably while prioritizing employees welfare and client satisfaction. Our core strength is our team."

Entigrity focuses on 3Es for every Entigritian i.e. Enhance, Empower and Elevate.

#enhance - continuous upskilling amongst its employees by providing quality training and development all the while upholding its core values

#empower - providing the right platform and environment for growth and development of each team member.

#elevate - all the Sr. Management positions at Entigrity are being held by employees who have grown and elevated in their career at Entigrity.

In a short journey of less than 75 months, Entigrity has hired 800+ CA dropouts and have thereby provided them with progressive career opportunities. They intend to continue their endeavor and provide opportunities to those dropouts and individuals who have unfortunately failed in their CA exams. Providing such opportunities would result in gainful employment creation, because these candidates, who failed in their CA careers often don't get the kind of opportunity that they truly deserve. In most cases, if one is not able to clear the CA exams, the opportunities and growth in the job market for such a student would be significantly lower compared to one who has become a chartered accountant. The knowledge and skills gained by them during their articling and while preparing for their exams is what is far more valuable in the eyes of the company rather than just a title or degree. As far as statistics are concerned, there are more than 5 Lakh semi-qualified/dropped out CA aspirants in the market struggling for a gainful opportunity. In this video, Shalin Parikh has shared the story of his friend Arun and how he struggled pursuing his career of Chartered Accountancy. (Here is a link)

Not only that, but Entigrity also provides sponsorship to all its staff members if they wish to pursue CPA (Certified Public Accounting) or EA (Enrolled Agent) program while working with the company.

Elaborating on the same, Shalin says, "We want to reach out to this pool of talent who have dropped out of CA exams because of various reasons, financial, social or otherwise, so that we can break the stigma around those dropped out CA aspirants and provide more advantageous and progressive working opportunities. I believe they deserve better job opportunities and financial growth considering the amount of hard work they have done in preparing for their CA exams and the knowledge they have gained by working in a CA firm for 2 to 3 years. We at Entigrity, respect hardwork and knowledge over any title or degree."
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Gandhinagar, June 21: The Gujarat government signed various memorandums of understanding worth more than Rs 2,000 crore on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel, Education, Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and others.

"The state government under the leadership of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel has formulated an IT/ITES policy to accelerate job creation and attract investment has received wide response from investors. Distinguished industry-investors from these two sectors, company managers are coming for investments in the state inspired by the incentive benefits of this policy of Gujarat. Two MoUs were concluded in Gandhinagar today in the presence of the CM," an official release said yesterday.

ગુજરાતમાં IT/ITES સેટ્ટમાં મુખ્યમંત્રીની ઉપસ્થિતિમાં વધુ વે MoU થયા, 9700 લોકોને રોજગારના અંશ્રુતિ મળશે

યા MoU મુખ્ય ગેસીએ મેચ સિદ્ધાંત થું, 2000 કરોડનું રોકાના મેળવા જ અને આયા હા લોકોને રોજગારના અંશ્રુતિ મળશે. યા ઉપરાત છંટીપીટી ગુપ્ત રૂ. 100 થી 150 કરોડનું રોકાન કરી રહ્યો છે 3 હજી રોજગારની તક પૂરી પાડી.

રાજકોટે મુખ્યમંત્રી ગુજરાતના કે સંદર્ભમાં આ ગેસીએએટ પારંપરિક પ્રદર્શન પણ મેળવી રહ્યું છે. ગેસીએએટીએ એ પ્રવૃત્ટ પરિસંચારની શક્તિ બનાવવાની માંગ કરી છે. ગેસીએએટ પ્રદર્શન પણ મેળવી રહ્યું છે. યા ઉપરાત છંટીપીટી ગુપ્ત રૂ. 100 થી 150 કરોડનું રોકાન કરી રહ્યો છે 3 હજી રોજગારની તક પૂરી પાડી.

તે અંદર તે હાં તરીકે હાથ ભરવા માટે MoU ઉપર મેળવી જવા જ આદરણીત્રાર ભાષણ માટે આ ઉપરાત છંટીપીટી ગુપ્ત રૂ. 100 થી 150 કરોડનું રોકાન કરી રહ્યો છે 3 હજી રોજગારની તક પૂરી પાડી.

આ ઉપરાત આદરાવાર હોય છે. જાણવા જ આદરાવાર ભાષણ માટે આ ઉપરાત છંટીપીટી ગુપ્ત રૂ. 100 થી 150 કરોડનું રોકાન કરી રહ્યો છે 3 હજી રોજગારની તક પૂરી પાડી.
Gandhinagar (Gujarat) [India], June 21 (ANI): The Gujarat government signed various memorandums of understanding worth more than Rs 2,000 crore on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel, Education, Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and others.

“The state government under the leadership of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel has formulated an IT/ITES policy to accelerate job creation and attract investment has received wide response from investors. Distinguished industry-investors from these two sectors, company managers are coming for investments in the state inspired by the incentive benefits of this policy of Gujarat. Two MoUs were concluded in Gandhinagar today in the presence of the CM,” an official release said yesterday.

A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was signed between the Science Technology Department of the State Government and GESIA IT Association and an Ahmedabad-based group.

GESIA will offer its services in lease, commercial office space, IT software and infrastructure, human resources, data centre, R&D, cloud etc. in the state.
ગાંધીનગર પણે IT/ITES સેક્ટરમાં મુખ્યમંત્રીની હાજરીમાં પણું મે મો.યુ થયા હોય. જેને પણ હતો.

• IT/ITES સેક્ટરમાં પુસ્તામંત્રીની હાજરીમાં પાણું મે મો.યુ થયા હોય.

• IT/ITES પોલિસી 2022-23 ને મંગતો વ્યાપક રોકાલું પ્રતિષ્ઠા

• રાજયમાં પાણુ રોજગારીની તકણું સાર્થક થશે.

રાજય સરકારે આઈ.ટી અને આઈ.ટી.ક્યુદીસને આધારપૂર્ણતાના લાગણીને એક આધારપૂર્ણ પ્રતિસાદ મળવા છે. આ જેને શ્રેષ્ઠ પ્રતિસાદ મળી રહી છે. એને સંપાદકરી અને પોલિસીના વધારેમાં પ્રતિસાદ થશે.

જેમાં રાજય સરકારના સાધનસ્થાપનની સંસ્કૃતિ વિદ્યા અને GESIA આઈ.ટી અધોસભ્યતા પણે સમજૂતી કરાર થશે હતા.
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AHMEDABAD, India, June 22, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ahmedabad-based outsourcing and fintech company, Entegrity Pvt. Ltd entered into a partnership with the Government of Gujarat. Aims to invest INR 150 crores and create 3,000 jobs in the IT & Outsourcing Industry of the state.
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**Entegrity Pvt. Ltd.** is a global leader in outsourcing for accounting firms across North America and the United Kingdom. On 20th June, 2022, the company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Gujarat under its IT/ITES policy 2022-27.

As part of the Government's IT/ITES policy 2022-27, under this MOU, the company intends to generate an upwards of 3,000 employment opportunities across Gujarat and invest upto INR 150 crores in the coming 3 to 5 years. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri. Bhupendrabhai Patel. Shri. Vijay Nehra, Secretary of the State Department of Science and Technology along with Entegrity CEO, Mr. Shalin Parikh and COO, Mr. Valay Parikh attended the signing ceremony.

**Through this MoU.** Entegrity joins the State Government in bolstering its efforts to assist the Information Technology sector, empower youth through ICT skills, and position Gujarat as a preferred location for global knowledge workforce and industry.

Mr. Shalin Parikh, Founder and CEO of Entegrity said, "Government of Gujarat's IT and ITES policy initiative, under the leadership of Shri Bhupendrabhai Patel, will really boost investment & enable the whole ecosystem to grow. Gujarat will immensely benefit from these policies and we are happy that we have been selected among the Top 3 companies to sign an MOU to strengthen the government's efforts. These policies will really help companies like ours in building infrastructure, hiring right talent and being more globally competitive. Our aim is to go to tier 2 cities of Gujarat and set up our offices there and generate progressive employment opportunities for the youth of these cities."

Started in December 2015 with 4 team members in a short span of 6 years, Entegrity has grown to **more than 1250 employees**, with offices in 6 different cities of India. Entegrity also has offices in Houston, TX and Toronto, ON. With its main office in Ahmedabad, in the coming years, the company plans to expand its presence to cities such as Rajkot, Baroda and Surat. Entegrity **hired almost 700 people during the pandemic in 2020 and 2021**, and grew by more than 100% in the last two years.

Shalin further says, "We have completely bootstrapped our business from scratch to scale and have never raised any funding from Investors or VC’s, and we would love to remain that way. We have had several investment offers over the years, however, our focus has been to grow profitably while prioritizing employee welfare and client satisfaction. Our core strength is our team."
гуjaratમાં IT/ITES સેક્ટરમાં મૂલ્યમાન્ની ઉપલબ્ધિઓમાં વધુ મે MoU ધ્યાય, 9700 લોકોને રોજગારીના અવસર મળશે
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In Gujarat, two more MoUs were signed in the presence of the Chief Minister to increase employment opportunities by encouraging investments in IT/ITES sector.
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The MOU MoU (Uttar Pradesh) signs MoU (Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel) with the government of Gujarat to increase employment opportunities by encouraging investments in IT/ITES sector. Two more MoUs were signed in the presence of the Chief Minister.
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Gujarat Govt Signs MoUs Worth Rs 2,000 Crore Under ITES Policy

The Gujarat government signed various memorandums of understanding worth more than Rs 2,000 crore on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel, Education, Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and others.

Gandhinagar, June 21: The Gujarat government signed various memorandums of understanding worth more than Rs 2,000 crore on Monday in the presence of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel, Education, Science and Technology Minister Jitu Vaghani and others.

"The state government under the leadership of Chief Minister Bhupendra Patel has formulated an IT /ITES policy to accelerate job creation and attract investment has received wide response from investors. Distinguished industry-investors from these two sectors, company managers are coming for investments in the state inspired by the incentive benefits of this policy of Gujarat. Two MoUs were concluded in Gandhinagar today in the presence of the CM," an official release said yesterday. Vibrant Gujarat Summit 2022: CM Bhupendra Patel Meets Industry Leaders Ahead Of The Summit.
સરકાર: મુખ્યમંત્રી લુપેંદ્ર પટેલ સરકારની પદ્ધતિ અને સેટ્યની 2 પ્યાટનામ કિંમતી સાથે કરી શકાશા છે.

રાજ્યના મુખ્યમંત્રી લુપેંદ્ર પટેલના નદપનાથી સરકારની પદ્ધતિ અને સેટ્યની 2 પ્યાટનામ કિંમતી સાથે કરી શકાશા છે. રાજ્યના મુખ્યમંત્રી લુપેંદ્ર પટેલની ઉપલબ્ધિઓમાં ગાંધીજીની ભાજી સરકારના સામગ્રી ટેક્નોલોજી વેબાસેટ્સની જેટલી કોઇપણ સુધારો કરવા માટે ક્ષમતા થયી શકે છે.
GUJARAT GOVERNMENT SIGNS MOU WITH ENTIGRITY, COMMITS UPTO INR 150 CRORE INVESTMENT

AHMEDABAD, India, June 22, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- Ahmedabad-based outsourcing and fintech company, Entigrity Pvt. Ltd entered into a partnership with the Government of Gujarat. Aims to invest INR 150 crores and create 3,000 jobs in the IT & Outsourcing Industry of the state.

Entigrity Pvt. Ltd. is a global leader in outsourcing for accounting firms across North America and the United Kingdom. On 20th June, 2022, the company signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Government of Gujarat under its IT/ITES policy 2022-27.

As part of the Government's IT/ITES policy 2022-27, under this MOU, the company intends to generate an upwards of 3,000 employment opportunities across Gujarat and invest up to INR 150 crores in the coming 3 to 5 years. The MoU was signed in the presence of the Hon'ble Chief Minister of Gujarat, Shri. Bhupendrabhai Patel. Shri. Vijay Nehra, Secretary of the State Department of Science and Technology along with Entigrity CEO, Mr. Shalin Parikh and COO, Mr. Valay Parikh attended the signing ceremony.

Through this MoU, Entigrity joins the State Government in bolstering its efforts to assist the Information Technology sector, empower youth through ICT skills, and position Gujarat as a preferred location for global knowledge workforce and industry.

Mr. Shalin Parikh, Founder and CEO of Entigrity said, "Government of Gujarat's IT and ITES policy initiative, under the leadership of Shri Bhupendrabhai Patel, will really boost investment & enable the whole ecosystem to grow. Gujarat will immensely benefit from these policies and we are happy that we have been selected among the Top 3 companies to sign an MOU to strengthen the government's efforts. These policies will really help companies like ours in building infrastructure, hiring right talent and being more globally competitive. Our aim is to go to tier 2 cities of Gujarat and set up our offices there and generate progressive employment opportunities for the youth of these cities."

Started in December 2015 with 4 team members in a short span of 6 years, Entigrity has grown to more than 1250 employees, with offices in 6 different cities of India. Entigrity also has offices in Houston, TX and Toronto, ON. With its main office in Ahmedabad, in the coming years, the company plans to expand its presence to cities such as Rajkot, Baroda and Surat. Entigrity hired almost 700 people during the pandemic in 2020 and 2021, and grew by more than 100% in the last two years.
મૂરભંડ્ર પોતાની ઇપલ્સિટિમા વધુ ને MOU,માંકગાજ ક્ષેત્રમાં દર્શાવે રોજગારી તકી મંજૂર
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by bhavini

મૂરભંડ્ર પોતાના નુટકુંટલાના રાજા સરકારની IT/ITES સેક્રેટરી રોજગાર નિમણીને વેના અયાપ અણવી ઇપલ્સિટિમા પોતીના વધુ ને MOU સમુદરના 30માંથી વધુ ની રોજગારી પ્રતિસાદ માંકગાજ ક્ષેત્રમાં મંજૂર કરી શકે છે. સામાન્ય સેકનીઓ મંચી જાતનાં વાપાથી આ અયાપની સાથે રાજા સરકાર સાથે ટેન્નીઓનબી માટે જાપ્તા રાજા મંજૂરી થયું હતું તે માંકગાજ ક્ષેત્રમાં આ અયાપના સામાન્ય અયાપની સાથે રાજા સરકારની સાથે ટેન્નીઓનબી માટે જાપ્તા રાજા મંજૂરી થયું હતું.

GESIA સામાન્ય ચૈન, ક્રમાંકના અંદરેખા લેખ, ગીયતર લોકોને કહી તદના ભારતીય સંઘ દ્રારા. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતરની આ અયાપ વતા રાજા સરકારની સાથે ટેન્નીઓનબી માટે જાપ્તા રાજા મંજૂરી થયું હતું. ગીયતરની આ અયાપ વતા રાજા સરકારની સાથે ટેન્નીઓનબી માટે જાપ્તા રાજા મંજૂરી થયું હતું.

લોકોની કીટના ક્ષેત્રમાં, GESIA પસાર કરી પિસ્તા યોગ્ય પતાં લઈ જે ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી. ગીયતર ચૈનના વિષ્ણુ પોતાની સેવાના સાથે આવી જાય હતી.
अहमदाबाद : मुख्यमंत्री भूपेन्द्र पटेल के नेतृत्व में बनी राज्य की नई आईटी-आईटीईएस पॉलिसी को मिल रहा व्यापक निवेश समर्थन
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आईटी तथा आईटीईएस सेक्टर में मुख्यमंत्री भूपेन्द्र पटेल की उपस्थिति में और दो एमओयू हुए

गुजरात में आईटी तथा आईटीईएस सेक्टर में निवेश को प्रोत्साहन से रोजगार निर्माण के अवसर बढ़ाने के लिए मुख्यमंत्री भूपेन्द्र पटेल की उपस्थिति में और दो एमओयू हुए

जीईईएसआईई आगामी पॉच वर्ष में करेगा 2000 करोड़ रुएं का निवेश, लगभग 6700 लोगों को मिलेगा रोजगार अवसर

मुख्यमंत्री भूपेन्द्र पटेल के नेतृत्व में राज्य सरकार ने आईटी तथा आईटीईएस सेक्टर में निवेश एवं रोजगार निर्माण की गति देने के लिए बनी आईटी तथा आईटीईएस पॉलिसी 2022-27 की निवेशकों का व्यापक समर्थन मिला है। इन दोनों क्षेत्रों के प्रतिकूल उद्योग-निवेशक, कंपनी संचालक गुजरात की इस पॉलिसी के प्रोत्साहक संघ से प्रेरित होकर राज्य में निवेश के लिए आने लगे हैं। मुख्यमंत्री भूपेन्द्र पटेल की उपस्थिति में गांधीनगर में रोजगार 20 जून को दो और एमओयू पर हस्ताक्षर हुए। साइट टेक्नोलॉजी मंडली जीईईएस वाणिज्य इस अवसर पर सहभागी हुए। राज्य सरकार के साइट टेक्नोलॉजी डिविजन तथा आईटी एसोसिएशन एवं GESIA (जीईईएसआईई) के बीच ये समझौते हुए। इस एसोसिएशन की लगभग 10 विभिन्न कंपनियों कुल 2 हजार करोड़ रुएं का निवेश आगामी पॉच वर्ष में आईटी क्षेत्र में करने वाली है और इसके द्वारा लगभग 6750 लोगों को रोजगार के विभिन्न अवसर मिलेगा।

इंटरनेट ग्रुप 100 से 150 करोड़ रुएं का निवेश कर लगभग 3 हजार रोजगार के अवसर प्रदान करेगा
गुજरात में आईटी/आईटीईएस पॉलिसी 2022-27 को निवेशकों का मिला व्यापक समर्थन
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गुજरात के मुख्यमंत्री भुमेन्द्र पटेल के नेतृत्व में राज्य सरकार द्वारा आईटी तथा आईटीईएस सेक्टर में निवेश एवं रोजगार निर्माण की गति देने के लिए बनी आईटी/आईटीईएस पॉलिसी 2022-27 को निवेशकों का व्यापक समर्थन मिला है।

श्री पटेल की उपस्थिति में गांधीनगर में सोमवार को दो और एमओएस पर हस्ताक्षर हुए। साइंस टेक्नोलॉजी मंत्री जीतू माणी यादव इस अवसर पर सहभागी हुए। राज्य सरकार के साइंस टेक्नोलॉजी विभाग तथा आईटी एसोसिएशन एवं जीईईएस अधिकारियों के बीच ये समझी गई है। इस एसोसिएशन की लगभग 10 विभिन्न कंपनियों कुल 10 हजार करोड़ रुपए का निवेश आर्मी पांच वर्ष में आईटी क्षेत्र में करने वाले हैं और इसके द्वारा लगभग 6750 लोगों को रोजगार के विभिन्न अवसर मिलेंगे।
સમાચાર › ગુજરાત
IT/ITES પોલિસી 2022-27 અંતર્ગત થશે 2000 કરોડના વધુનું રોકાણ, 9700 રોજગારી ઉકી થશે
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મુખયમંત્રી ભૂપેન પટેલના નેતૃત્વમાં ધરાવવામાં આવેલી રાજ્યની IT/ITES પોલિસી 2022-27 ને મળી વધારા રોકાણ પ્રતિસાદ મળી રહો છે. ગુજરાતમાં IT/ITES સેક્ટરમાં રોકાણની પ્રોત્સાહની રોજગાર નીર્માણ તકી વધારવા મુખયમંત્રી ભૂપેન પટેલની પ્રેરક ઉપસ્થિતિમાં વધુ ભે મોટા થતા હતા.

GESIA એસીસીએશ સોનો 2000 કરોડનું રોકાણ આગામી પાંચ વર્ષમાં કરશે. જેમાં વધારે 6700 લોકો રોજગારીની તકી મળશે. આ સાથે છટટી ગ્રુપ ક્ષેત્રમાં 100 થી 150 કરોડનું રોકાણ કરીને 3000 જેટલી રોજગારીની તકી પૂરી પાડશે.